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PERIOD PRIOR TO THE FOUNDATION OF THE
COMPANY OF THE DAUGHTERS OF CHARITY

A.I • RULE OF LIFE IN THE WORLD

In the name of God and with His divine assistance, may I live thus!
May the desire for holy poverty always live in my heart in such a
manner that, freed from all bonds, I may follow Jesus Christ and serve
my neighbor with great humility and gentleness, living under obedience
and in chastity all my life and honoring the poverty that Jesus Christ
practiced so perfectly.
Upon awakening, may my first thought be of God. May I make acts
of adoration, thanksgiving and abandonment of my will to His most holy
will. Reflecting on my lowliness and powerlessness, I shall invoke the
grace of the Holy Spirit in which I shall have great confidence for the
accomplishment of His will in me, which shall be the sole desire of my
heart.
As far as I am able, from Easter to the Feast of All Saints, I shall rise
at five-thirty; from the Feast of All Saints until Easter, I shall rise at six
o'clock.
Immediately after rising, I shall meditate for an hour or at least three
quarters of an hour on a subject taken either from the Gospels or the
Epistles to which I shall add a reading from the life of the saint of the
day so as to be instructed by a practical example.
After meditation, I shall recite attentively Prime and Terce in honor
of Our Lady while preserving the inspirations I received during prayer.
Then, if there is any order to be given to the household, I shall take care
of it while dressing.
At eight-thirty in the summer and at nine o'clock in the winter, I shall
go to holy Mass. Sometimes my sole intention will be to pray for and
with the Church. At other times 1will make use of the points for reflection
to be found in Phi/olee or in another book entitled Dosithie.
After Mass, I shall finish the recitation of the Office of the Blessed
Virgin while continuing to ponder the great love which God showed to
us by instituting this Holy Sacrifice.
Upon my return home, at nine-thirty in the summer and at ten o'clock
in the winter, I shall work until eleven o'clock. Then, after reading a
chapter from a pious book, I shall dine.
Exactly at midday, I shall meditate for a quarter of an hour in order
to honor the instant when the Incarnation of the Word took place in the
womb of the Virgin Mary.
I shall try never to be idle. Therefore, after these few minutes of
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Church or for the poor or for my household. If I am obliged to pay a
few visits or to receive them, I shall attend to such duties at this time.
At four o'clock, even when I am in the city, provided I am not too
involved in some charitable work or some essential social obligation, I
shall go to the nearest church to recite Vespers of the Blessed Virgin.
During that time, I shall recollect myself so as to be able then to meditate
for half an hour. I shall then return home and remain there as far as
possible. If there is time, I shall work from after meditation until six
o'clock.
I shall have supper at six-thirty. Before this meal, I shall spend from
fifteen minutes to half an hour reading. Then, I shall reflect upon what
I have read or share my thoughts with my table companions.
After supper, I shall recreate for half an hour and then work for
another half hour.
At eight o'clock, I shall retire to make my examination of conscience,
humbling myself profoundly for the graces which I may have received
from God during the day as well as for the faults which I may have
committed, trusting always in His goodness and mercy which are my only
hope. Afterward, I shall recite Matins of the Blessed Virgin for the
following day. Sometimes, I shall examine my conscience on the manner
in which, as a woman desirous of becoming devout, I fulfill the
commandments of God and my obligations as a Christian and a Catholic.
Every day I shall recite five decades of the rosary while meditating on
one of the mysteries.
I shall strive to remember the presence of God at least four times each
hour. exciting within me the desire for His love by means of frequent
ejaculatory prayers.
Once a week, I shall read the points which I wrote down about five
years ago, so as to remind myself of the obligation I contracted to serve
God all my life.
Every first Saturday of the month, I shall renew my vows and my good
resolutions by reading my act of consecration either before or after Holy
Communion. I have selected Saturday as proof that, because of my
weakness and inconstancy, I have chosen the Blessed Virgin as my
protectress. Moreover, through her intercession, I hope to honor in her,
for the remainder of my life, the preference which God has shown for
virginity over the married life.
Therefore, I shall cultivate a special devotion to the Blessed Virgin,
my guardian angel and the Apostles, with the desire of imitating their
lives to the best of my ability since they are imitators of Our Lord.
I shall recite the hymn"Jesus nostra Redemptor" all year long on the
same day of the week as that on which Christmas falIs. On the day on
which Pentecost falls, I shall say the sequence, "Veni Sancte Spiritus."
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I shall receive Holy Communion on Sunday and Tuesday except when
special feasts oblige me to choose other days. I shall be faithful to this
so as to keep before my mind the realization that I can only desire to
serve God if His love draws me.
I shall strive to the best of my ability to overcollle my passions,
especially vanity and precipitousness. To this end and in honor of the
sufferings of Jesus Christ, I shall take the discipline in a spirit of penance
two or three times while reciting a Pater in honor of Jesus Christ, an Ave
in praise of the Blessed Virgin and a De Profundis for the souls in
purgatory. I shall wear a hair shirt on the mornings on which I receive
Holy Comunion and all day Friday.
I shall fast on all Fridays of the year; during Advent and Lent; on the
vigils of the feasts of Our Lord, the Blessed Virgin and the Apostles, and
on all days of fast prescribed by the Church. On days on which there is
no fast, I shall take only two meals unless necessity or condescension
obliges me to do otherwise.
I would like to spend eight to ten days in retreat twice a year. One
would be during the period between the Feast of the Ascension and
Pentecost in order to honor the grace which God bestowed on His Church
by giving it His Holy Spirit to guide it and by commissioning His Apostles
to preach the Gospel to all nations. At this time, I would strive to be
particularly attentive to the Word of God and to His law expressed in
His commandments. The other days of retreat would be during Advent.
I adore You, 0 my God, and recognize that You are the author of my
existence. Because of the love lowe You; I abandon myself entirely to
Your holy will in my life. Although I am fJlled with powerlessness and
reasons for humiliation on account of my sins, I trust in Your mercy. I
beg You, because of the love You have for Your creatures,. to send the
assistance of the HOly Spirit so as to produce the full effect of the plan
which Your holy will has had, from all eternity, for my soul and for all
souls redeemed by the blood of Jesus Christ.

A.13 • (AN INTERIOR TRIAL)
(c. 1621)

On !be Feast of Saint Thomas, I fell into·a state of depression which
lasted all day. The sight of my own abjection led me to consider myself
as a mass of pride and self-love. I experienced discouragement. annihilation of myself and desertion by God which I had merited because of my
infidelities. My heart was so depressed that the force of my emotions
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at times, others mistakeuly accord me, I felt that I was unworthy to have
the holy will of God accomplished in me.
On the following Tuesday, still experiencing the same trial, I looked
upon myself as the object of divine justice. Holy Communion and all the
other graces which God had bestowed upon me were to be the means of
revealing His goodness in carrying out His justice. Once I had accepted
this reality, I felt somewhat at peace. I took as the subject of my
meditation: the peace of God which surpasses all understanding.

A.1SB - (ON THE DESIRE TO GIVE ONESELF TO GOD)
(0.1622)

On the Feast of Saint Sebastian, Martyr, I felt a strong desire to give
myself to God to fulml His holy will for the remainder of my life. I
offered to Him the inspiration which He had given me to seal this desire
by vow once I had obtained permission. For the rest of the day, I
meditated on the mercy of God to His creatures as seen in all the good
accomplished by His saints. Their deeds appeared even greater to me
when I reflected upon my personal experience of the weakness of human
nature.
The following Saturday, I begged God earnestly to make known what
His goodness desired of me. On Sunday, the awareness of my infidelities
to God so filled me with confusion that I was prepared not to receive
Holy Communion without first going to confession. I was particularly
ashamed of the fact that, on a day on which I was to receive Holy
Communion, I had failed so miserably in recollection and had resisted
the inspiration to mortify myself two or three times. I had stifled the very
idea of mortification by blocking it completely from my mind. The only
thing that prevented me from abstaining from Holy Communion was the
reminder that I had been forbidden to do so. All day, I suffered from
great interior trials.
On the following Tuesday, the Feast of the Conversion of Saint Paul,
I reflected on how Jesus destroyed all the obstacles to the operation of
His divine will both in Saint Paul and in the entire Gentile community.
This thought produced such a sudden painful sensation within me that I
was almost unable to make my confession. The pain was so great that,
if I had said and done what I felt impelled to do, I believe that ...
I was ordered to receive Holy Communion every Saturday to thank
Jesus Christ for His assistance and that of His Holy Mother.
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I reflected on Jesus, in the Crib. The truth of His Being was alone
sufficient for His Eternal Glory yet, in conformity to the will of His
Father for our Redemption, He despised the riches and grandeur of this
world so as to detach us from the things of earth.
As I meditated on the Gospel of the Sower, I realized that there was
no good soil in me. Therefore I desired to sow, in the heart of Jesus, all
the actions of my heart and soul in order that they may grow by sharing
in His merits. Henceforth, I shall exist only through Him and in Him
since He has willed to lower Himself to assume human nature.

A.31 • (ON FIDELITY IN THE SERVICE OF JESUS)

As I contemplated Christ who had brOUght eternal joy to the world
and saw Him filled with sorrow, I realized that His sadness did not come
from within but was caused by His love for me. Not only did He grieve
at the thought of aU the sufferings He was to endure but His love was
wounded by the foreknowledge of my ingratitude and infidelities. This
meditation should lead me to greater devotion in His service and enable
me to honor His holy sadness by the little services I render to Him and
especiaUy by greater fidelity to my rule of life, since He is offended by
disorder.
If I do not want to slumber in sloth for the rest of my life, I must
lovingly express this desire to Jesus with the confidence that He will draw
me out of it when I am disposed to let Him act in me. This will happen
when, having no life of my own, I recognize my own powerlessness and
become entirely dependent upon God who is surely calling me to a closer
union with Him by abandoning anything that separates me from Him.

A.3 • ACT OF CONSECRATION

I, the undersigned, in the presence of the eternal God, having
considered that, on the day of my holy Baptism, I was vowed and
dedicated to my God to be His daughter and that, notwithstanding, I
have repeatedly offended Him by acting contrary to His holy will; having
considered, also, the great mercy, love and gentleness with which this
kind God has always preserved in me the desire to serve Jesus Christ
despite my almost continual culpable resistance to His graces which,
throughout my negligent and ungrateful life, He has lavished upon me,
unworthy and frail creature that I am . . .
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of my past life which render mc guilty of high treason against the Divine
Majesty and of the death of Jesus Christ; because of this, I am more
deserving of damnation than Lucifer. However, trusting in the infinite
mercy of my God, I implore, with all my hcart, pardon and entire
absolution both for the sins which I have confessed and for those that I
cannot recall. I ask pardon particularly for the contcmpt I have shown
for His goodness by abusing the sacraments. I sincerely repent of all these
sins, once again, relying on the merit of the death of the Savior of my
soul as on the only foundation of my hope. In virtue of this, I affirm
and renew the sacred profession made to God for me at my Baptism. I
irrevocably resolve to love and serve Him with greater fidelity and to give
myself entirely to Him. To this end, I also renew my vow of widowhood
and my resolution to practice the most holy virtues of humility, obedience,
poverty, suffering and charity in order to honor these same virtues in
Jesus Christ who, in His lovc, has often called me to imitate Him.
Promising never again to offend God by any part of my being and to
abandon myself cntirely to the designs of Divine Providence· and to the
accomplishment of His will in me, I sacrifice and dedicate myself to God
and to the fulfillment of His holy will which I choose as my supreme
consolation.
If, on account of my usual weakness, I should fail to keep these holy
resolutions, which I beg God, in His goodness, not to permit, I implore
the Holy Spirit, from this very moment, to grant me the grace of
immediatc conversion because I never wish to remain for an instant in a
state whicb is displeasing to God. This is my irrevocable intention which
I confirm in the prescnce of my God, of the Blessed Virgin, of my
guardian angel and of all the saints, here before the Church Militant
which accepts this consecration in the person of my spiritual director.
Since this spiritual father takes the place of God forme on earth, I entreat
him, by his charitable guidance, to help me to be faithful to my resolutions
and to the accomplishment of the holy will of God by my obedience to
him in this matter.
a my God, deign to confirm my consecration and my holy resolutions
and to accept them as a fragrant offering! Since You inspired me to
present these gifts to You, grant me the grace of perfecting them. You
are my God and my All. I recognize You as such and adore You, the one
true God in three Persons, now and forever.
May Your Love and that of Jesus Crucified be eternally exalted!

Louise de Marillac
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(e 1626)

Most Holy Virgin, deign to take my son and me into Your care.
Welcome the choice I make of you as our protectress. Accept my vows
and my prayers as well as my heart which I give entirely to you so as to
glorify God for the choice He made of you to be the Mother of His Son.
Because of this divine action, your conception was inlmaculate since the
Father applied to you the anticipated merit of the death of Jesus Christ.
Mayall generations to come bless your birth. May your holy and pure
life, devoted to the service of the temple, be as an example to virgins who
have the happiness of imitating your untarnished vow of virginity. May
persons united by the will of God in holy matrimony honor your pure
marriage by their submission to, their dependence upon, and their
confidence in the Providence of God. May they imitate the limitless
virtues which you practiced during the years of the hidden life of your
Son, Jesus Christ, especially yOUr great humility which made you ever
open to the action of God in you and to your place in the divine plan.
May widows learn from you what God is asking of them so that they
may honor by practice and example the sweet tranquillity of your soul
as you stood at the foot of the Cross, and your detachment from all
earthly things during the period following the Ascension. May they,
likewise, imitate your pure love of God and your zeal for the salvation
of souls to which you devoted the remainder of your life in perfect fidelity
to the spirit of Jesus, my Savior.
.
Although I am but an unworthy sinner, I beg you, Holy Virgin, to
allow me to unite myself to your merits so that I may glorify God for
the glory He will receive from you by the pleasure He takes in your holy
soul and by the revelation of the plenitude of His divinity which operated
so extraordinarily in you. Blessed was your dear heart, fJlled with love,
which, after great interior suffering, gave death to your holy body,
separating it from your soul so full of merit. May your beautiful soul be
forever triumphant, elect among millions, because of your faithful
accomplishment of the designs of God. May your blessed body, once
again united to your soul, be in everlasting glory because of the
testimonies of love it will receive from the most Holy Trinity for all
eternity.
I am entirely yours, most Holy Virgin, that I may more perfectly belong
to God. Teach me, therefore, to imitate your holy life by fulfilling the
designs of God in my life. I very humbly beg you to assist me. You know
my weakness. You see the desires of my heart. Supply for my powerlessness and negligence by your prayers. Since your dear Son, my Redeemer,
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is the source of the heroic virtue of which you gave the example during
your life on earth, unite the spirit of my actions to His for the glory of
His holy love. Mayall creatures pay homage to your greatness and look
upon you as the sure means for reaching God. May they love you above
all other pure creatures and render you the glory you deserve as the
beloved Daughter of the Father, Mother of the Son and worthy Spouse
of the Holy Spirit.
Most Holy Virgin, have pity on all souls redeemed by the Son of God,
your Son, Jesus Christ. Offer to the Divine Justice your pure body which
furnished the blood which He shed for our Redemption so that His merits
may be applied to the souls of the dying and effect in them complete
conversion. Procure for us, through your intercession, all that we need
to give glory to God in the fullness of heavenly beatitude and to enjoy
the blessedness which your dear presence imparts to the saints who are
now with you in glory.

A.38 • (ON THE END OF THE CONGREGATION OF THE MISSION)
(Before 1628)

That the principal end of the Association' be knowledge of oneself
and contempt for the things of the world, practiced by the resolution to
serve the Parishes, in submission and obedience to the Pastors, while
renouncing all benefices and honors.
In the design of serving the Church, it shall have a knowledge of God,
recognizing Him as sovereignly worthy of being fittingly honored. To
this end, each one in particular shall give himself entirely to work for the
salvation of souls insofar as he can hope to do so by the love of God.
This work will be greatly advanced by their example and their instructions
on the duties of a Christian as well as by the grace of the sacraments
worthily administered in the Church. This will happen and the glory of
God will be greater when the only priests are good priests.
Moreover, they shall honor the Blessed Trinity by great union among
themselves. This union shall be neither constrained nor forced but always
maintained by gentle necessity which cordialiry transforms into mutual
affection. By a communication of the Holy Spirit, they shall enter into
a holy relationship with the Son of God who, by personally detaching
Himself, as it were, from His Father, willed to take our flesh for the
salvation of the human race. Likewise, they shall be completely detached
1. After 1628, the Priests of the Mission were known as the Congregation of the Mission.
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from anything that could prevent them from working toward this same
end, for the glory of God.

A.39· (MOTIVES TO PRAY FOR THE CONGREGATION
OF THE MISSION)
(Before 1628)

To present the end of the Association to the Blessed Virgin, pointing
out that it renders the greatest possible glory to God in the person of His
Son since it seeks, firstly, to work for the perfection of priests who take
His place on earth and who have the honor and the power to render Him
present so frequently in the Sacrament of the Altar and, secondly, to
reanimate the hierarchy of the Church with its primitive fervor.
To implore Mary to offer to God the way by which He is calling them,
that is: by honoring the Cross and by imitating the Son of God who, in
the abjection of His Passion, united the human race to God.
Since their end is also to work for the salvation of souls and to keep
themselves always in lowly positions and submissive to others, to ask
Mary, by her intercession, to obtain the perfection of this spirit for them
and for their successors.
To beg the Blessed Virgin to obtain for them from God the grace to
eliminate any human considerations in their establishment and, should
there have been any in the past, to destroy them by her prayers so that
God may be pleased to guide them by His Holy Spirit and to look upon
their Association as truly His work.

A.I7 - (FEARS AND CONSOLATIONS EXPERIENCED CONCERNING
HOLY COMMUNION)

From time to time, especially on solemn feast days, the sight of my
abjection, occasioned by my faults and my infidelities to God, causes me
to fear to receive Holy Communion. Sometimes, I experience an unwiUinguess to see such a good God come into such a miserable place. At
other times, I am afraid that my audacity in approaching this most Holy
Sacrament will draw down some exemplary punishment upon me from
the Divine Justice. On the Feast of All Saints, I was particularly
overwhelmed by the thought of my lowliness, when my soul was made
to understand that my God wanted to come to me. However, He did not
wish to come into some temporary dwelling but to a place that was rightly
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Him entrance. As a living soil, I had to welcome Him joyfully as the true
possessor of my soul and simply acquiesce to Him, giving Him my heart
as the throne of His Majesty. With the disciples, I desire to hear the
precepts of the Holy Gospel of the day.
.

A.7· (RETREAT MEDITATIONS)
(c. 1628)1

First Day
Since God had no other plan in view when He created our souls, which
so far surpass all other creatures, than to possess them entirely, I intend,
with the help of His grace, to give myself willingly and completely to
Him and to avoid all those occasions that might prevent me from doing
so.
I must greatly esteem the means which I have for reaching the end for
which my soul was created. Time is one such means but God has others.,
as yet unknown to me. I desire always to abandon myself to Him so as
to allow Him to employ them. I should also have great respect for the
reality that, once I have attained this end, my soul will have the honor
of rendering eternal gratitude, glory and love to God.
.
The knowledge of the love that God has for us in creating our souls
so that they could be entirely possessed by Him, rejoice in Him and glorify
Him, is a greater motive for loving Him than all the benefits of creation.
However, we must also venerate this grace in others. That is why I must
honor and love them and strive to help them to attain their eternal
salvation so that theY may reach the goal for which theY were created.
Second Day

Although subjection to sin is very damaging, it is, nevertheless, a sign
of the excellence of the soul and willliever prove detrimental so long as
God does not withhold the grace necessary to preserve us from it.
Therefore, with the help of His grace, I shall have great confidence in
His goodness and keep before me the image of my weakness so that I
will fear, not so mtlchthe punishment due to sin, which is a sigri·of the
Divine Sovereignty, as thefaet that sin separates us from God and from
His love.
I.

see Coste I, ,I.
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death even to our bodies. Jesus Christ Himself was subject to it in order
to satisfy for our sins. This leads me to believe that God has great esteem
for pain and suffering since, by means of them, Jesus Christ expiated the
sin of our first parents. Our Savior is gentle and merciful to us until the
last hour when the soul enters Eternity. Then He exercises His justice
toward those who have died. They remain in the state in which they were
at the moment of their death. This gives me reason to fear but it also
gives me the desire, without flattering myself, to carry out what God is
asking of me. I shall seek help to try to discern this.
I shall willingly accept death and the reason behind this physical
annihilation since, in a certain sense, the pain it entails satisfies for sin.
I must have a great horror for sin although I do not feel its presence in
my soul where it actually is. Because of this lack of knowledge, I shall
have great confidence in God that He will deliver me from those sins into
which I ordinarily fall with no thought of the offense I am committing
against God.
Third Day

The soul that has loved God rejoices to see itself at the particular
judgment when the hour of death has come, but it is a sorrowful occasion
for one who has not loved Him. Since in the Providence of God I have
not been able to make any particular resolution, I shall place my trust in
His mercy, abandoning myself entirely to His goodness, knowing that He
will save me without such resolutions.
.
My ignorance and my powerlessness to desire or to resolve to practice
particular virtues cause me to attach myself strongly and perseveringly
to Jesus Christ Crucified, so that the joy which I now feel in meditating
on the Last Judgment, where I see my Savior reigning alone and
acknowledged by all, may not, on that day, tum to shame because of my
sins and ingratitude which have merited hell although I was not conscious
of this.
May the glory of the true humanity of Jesus Christ appear since it is
as Man, although united to the Divinity, that He will judge us at both
the particular and the general judgment. Moreover, He is a Judge who
can neither be corrupted nor deceived. Love alone can win Him. I must
ask this of Him and recall my fear of the sins which are now hidden from
me but will then be exposed for my shame if I do not now humble myself
and repent.

Fourth Day
The pains of hell are caused by eternal banishment from the presence
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of God. In order to avoid them, after confiding myself to the divine mercy,
I shall try to have, instead of the continual hatred of God, the forgetfulness of grace and the rage against others of the damned, a deep love for
God in this life which will be shown by practicing His goodness, gentleness
and charity toward my neighbor.
As soon as human nature had sinned, the Creator, who wanted to
repair this fault by a great act of pure love, ordered, in the Council of
His Divinity, that one of the three Persons should become Man. By so
doing, He gave proof of deep, true humility. This caused me to be
ashamed of my pride. Part of my vanity is surely due to ignorance since,
properly speaIcing, humility is the knowledge of truth. This is why it is
possible to recognize it in God. But, my soul, what is God asking of us
by the Incarnation of His dear Son other than gratitude for our
Redemption? Just as He personally left heaven to be united to the earth,
so He wants us willingly to abandon the earth of our sensuality so as to
be united to the essence of His Divinity.
God never showed greater love for His creatures than when He
resolved to become Man since all the graces that He subsequently
bestowed on us depend on this initial act. This teaches me that we must
have a great and special love for our enemies and do all in our power to
procure their salvation.
Fifth Day
The Son of God was not satisfied with promising to redeem us or with
becoming Man. But He willed to come into this world in a manner not
at all consistent with His grandeur. He came as humbly as can be imagined
so that we might be more free to approach Him. We must do this with
a respect commensurate with His humility. This humble act shows us how
great this virtue is in God since all the actions He performs outside of
the Godhead are greatly beneath Him.
Our Lord showed even greater evidence of His love in the conversion
of sinners than in the continuation of His graces to the just. This is seen
in the case of the Samaritan Woman where everything He said and did
was a manifestation of love. This should lead me to place great confidence
and trust in His goodness, knowing that He will grant me His holy love
at the end. However, I must work for this and listen to His Word.
Sixth Day
The infinite perfection of God contains within itself the perfection of
all His creatures who, by necessity or willingly, act only through His
power. I should humble myself, therefore, because in a certain sense, His
permissive will causes Him to contribute to my iniquities. Consequently,
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in order to be no longer the occasion of such an evil, 1 shall, with the
help of His grace, keep myself in His presence, which 1 hope never to
leave, although 1 am not always consciously aware of it.
The infinite goodness and wisdom of God leave the soul free to draw
on the infinite sources of His love. He is so good that He communicates
His prodigious love to all. This should keep my soul very humble and
dependent on the divine goodness.
1must be mindful not to seek tenderness or spiritual consolation as a
motive for serving God. Rather, 1 accept all the dryness and lack of
consolation for which my soul is destined. 1 offer myself in total
abandonment to God to endure all the temptations it will please Him to
send, and to live and to die in this state if such be His holy will.
Seventh Day
1 must practice interior humility by a desire for abjection and exterior
humility by willingly accepting all the occasions which occur for humbling
myself. 1 shall do this in order to honor the true and real humility of
God Himself in whom 1 shall find the strength to overcome my pride, to
combat my frequent outbursts of impatience and to acquire charity and
gentleness toward my neighbor. Thus 1 shall honor the teaching of Jesus
Christ who told us to learn of Him to be gentle and humble of heart.
1 shall make the Way of the Cross as a penance and shall receive Holy
Communion tomorrow.

A.21· (THOUGHTS ON THE PASSION OF OUR LORD)

Honor the condition of Our Lord Jesus Christ after His Resurrection:
purgatory of desire after God the Father had received His spirit;
purgatory of human nature in Him.
Fidelity to Jesus Christ on the Cross, who willed to fulfill the
Scriptures. When Jesus knew that He had endured all the pain which the
Scriptures had foretold, He increased His own sufferings saying, "1
thirst."
The demands of the Bad Thief show me that we do not know how to
appreciate fully the value of suffering, while the conduct of the Good
Thief teaches me the merit to be found in honoring justice, confessing
the truth and praying.
1 gave myself to God to accept the designs of His Providence if He
willed me to continue, for the remainder of Lent, in a state of interior
abandonment and even affliction so as to honor the sufferings of Jesus
Christ which the Church places before our eyes.
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suffered a double thirst: that of His body and that of His spirit. He bears
witness to this by crying out simply, "I thirst." His refusal to swallow
the drink offered to Him reveals His desire to reunite His divine Person
to the Father and the Holy Spirit. His third cry expresses His thirst to
apply His merits to all souls created for paradise.
He willed to forgo even necessities so as to use every moment of His
life to the fulIest. Listen to Him, 0 my soul, as if He were speaking to
you alone, "I thirst for your faithful love."
Death has lost its sting because it has not separated the divinity from
the blessed body of Jesus Christ nor deprived it of grace.
The jeering of the crowds reveals those who do not believe in Jesus
Christ and who refuse to do good without miracles. By forgiving them,
Jesus shows that there is no place in Him for contempt or revenge. In
asking pardon for His enemies, He excuses them.
The admirable work which took place at the moment of the Redemption of the human race is manifested in the words of Our Lord, "My
God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" This cry shows us that His
divine Person suffered, at that moment, from an extraordinary sense of
separation which led Him to address His Father as "My God." By the
infInite merit of this instant, the human race is in fuII possession of the
power to be reunited with its God if it will but make use of the means
to do so. "My God, my God, why have you forsaken me?" Jesus no
longer says "My Father." Thus He reveals the suffering of the Son of
God and the sense of abandonment of the Second Person of the Blessed
Trinity. The Father forsakes His Son so as to welcome back the human
race.
"I thirst." Jesus addresses these words to us so that we might
understand that His death is not sufficient to save us if we do not apply
the merits to ourselves and this can oniy be done by the personal consent
of each individual soul ... He does not address His Father. He does not
ask for something to drink. He simply cries out, "I thirst." ...

A.9 - (RETREAT)

I must depend completely upon God and show no greater resistance
to Him now than I did when He created me.
I must use my entire being to know God in His works and to recognize
Him by love.
I desired no longer to subsist of myself. After having been continuously
sustained by the grace of God, it seemed to me that all that I am is but

"
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be totally His.
To love abjection since God is to be found there. Jesus teaches us this
by His birth. He wanted us to know that this abjection filled heaven with
astonishment and gave glory to the Father. However, I must unite my
miserable, weak self-abnegation to His glorious abjection.
To give life to Jesus in my heart by love, thus rendering Him present
in me. This presence will be the sole object of my attention as it was for
the Blessed Virgin at the Crib.
The means to imitate Jesus at the moment of His birth is to have my
soul completely united to God and my mind fiUed with true knowledge·
of my own nothingness.
To admire, on the one hand, the true humanity of Jesus and, on the
other, His divine works and the word of God which He spoke. To thank
Him for the grace given to obedient souls to know the truth of His words.
God demands great purity of intention from those who serve Him.
Therefore, I must, in no way, seek to derive glory from any action. God
must be guiding my intentions for me to have attained the degree of
purity necessary to realize that there was a lack of it in my desire for the
graces of God.
To imitate the simplicity of Jesus when He told the Jews that they
wanted to put Him to death.
To admire the kindness of Jesus in teaching and putting up with the
Jews. To listen to the word of God spoken in my heart.
To have recourse to God to eliminate sin from my life since He is
willing to assist us.
To avoid anything that would breach charity to my neighbor. To
struggle courageously against my evil inclinations.
To take care of the service and glory of God and He will take care of
me in aU things.
To remove the obstacles to the serenity He desires to see in me.
To wait for God to visit me during this time of rest and to say to me,
as to the holy men of old, "Sin no more!"
To seek Jesus in the Tomb, that is to say, in affliction and abandonment. But truly to seek Him without undue concern about the cause of
this feeling of separation from Him. To have great confidence so as to
overcome any difficulty that might stand in the way of my fmding Him.
To admire the goodness of the Providence of God.
To have great distrust in myself although the reasons for such distrust
are not always apparent. To recaU that the weight of my ingratitude for
the goodness of God had, at one time, been such a heavy burden for me
that His Providence had to come to my aid and permit me, once again,
to make good resolutions in His presence, which seemed to me to be a
pure abuse of His mercy.

- 704A.IO - (RESOLUTIONS FOR THE PERIOD FROM ASCENSION
TO PENTECOSn
(c. 1630)

To keep my mind as fully occupied as possible in honoring the glory
which the holy humanity of Our Lord receives in heaven, remembering
the way in which He lived on earth, with the desire to imitate Him.
To consider the Blessed Virgin accepting to be deprived of her Son
and remaining on earth for the good of. Christians, with the desire to
remain here myself so long as it is the good pleasure of God for me to
accomplish His holy will in this life. I shall also often recall the
dispositions of the holy Apostles as they prepared for the coming of the
Holy Spirit, especially their serenity in awaiting Him.
To mortify myself interiorly and exteriorly insofar as I am able. To
offer to God, several times each day, the charity which He put into the
heart of Blessed Francis de Sales and to ask, through the intercession of
this saint, that the designs of the holy will of God may be fulfilled in me.
The reading of the eighth and ninth books of the Treatise on the Love
oj GotJl with gentleness, calm and attention.
To request to be warned of my faults, to confess them and to ask for
a penance.

A.5O • (VISITS TO THE CONFRATERNITIES OF ASNIERES AND
SAINT..cLOUD)
(February 163O)'

On Ember Wednesday preceding Christmas, I left for Asnieres. I was
fearful of making this trip because of my ailments, but the thought of
the obedience which was sending me on this trip strengthened me
considerably. At Holy Comunion, on that day, I was moved t.o make an
act of. faith, and this sentiment stayed with me for a long time. It seemed
to me that God would grant me health so long as I believed that He could
sustain me, despite all appearances, and that He would do so if I often
reflected on the faith that enabled Saint Peter to walk on the waters.
Throughout my trip, I seemed to be acting without any contribution
on my part; and I was greatly consoled by the thought that God wished
I. The Treatise aD the Love of God by Francis de sales.
2. See letter from M. Vincent to Louise de MariIlac (Coste I, 7S).
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that, despite my unworthiness, I should help my neighbor to know Him.
I left on the Feast of Saint Agatha, February 5, to go to Saint-Cloud.
At the moment of Holy Communion, it seemed to me that Our Lord
inspired me to receive Him as the Spouse of my soul and that this
Communion was a manner of espousal. I felt myself more closely united
to Him by this consideration which was extraordinary for me. I also felt
moved to leave~ everything to follow my Spouse; to look upon Him as
such in the future; and to bear with the difficulties I might encounter as
part of the community of His goods.
God permitting, I wanted to have a Mass celebrated on that day
because it was the anniversary of my marriage} I abstained, however,
wishing to perform an act of poverty and to depend solely upon God in
the action I was about to undertake. I had not expressed my wish to my
confessor who celebrated the Mass at which I received Holy Communion.
However, as he came out on the altar, the thought came to him to
celebrate it for me as an alms and to say the nuptial Mass.

A.51 • (VISITS TO THE CONFRATERNITlES OF SANNOIS,
FRANCONVILLE, HERBLAY AND CONFLANS)

Saturday Noon
For the past year there has been no Procurator for the Confraternity
of Sannois. Nevertheless, a good man has continued to keep a written
record of revenues and expenditures and he is now willing to accept this
position, if elected to it. The Ladies of the Charity have let their zeal cool
a bit. Often they do not visit the sick on the days for which they are
responsible because the Treasurer is so good-hearted that she cooks the
food for those who should be doing it that day. Also, she and the
Superioress are sometimes satisfied with giving money to the sick. They
also give money to some needy persons and often fail to buy meat. They
make the sick do without eggs or something else they would have liked.
These Ladies, or at least the majority of them, go months without
receiving Holy Communion. They need to have their zeal rekindled by a
sermon when a priest is sent for the election of the Procurator. The
Superioress was willing to have the safe in her home and she had given
both keys to the Treasurer.
They are having difficulty in serving the sick. They say that there is
no need for a Charity at Sannois to serve only those who have nothing
since there are none, or practically none, in this condition. However, they
claim that there are many who have little and the little they have is used
1. Antoine Le Gras and Louise were married on February '. 1613.
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than sell what they have and help one another.
Thursday evening
In Franconville, the Procurator of the Charity has lent money to
twenty-five persons with no guarantee of repayment. He seemed disposed
to continue this practice as the occasion might arise. The officers do not
dare oppose him in this because he is very autocratic. The officers were
replaced by election a long time ago but continue to fulfill their functions.
It is to be feared that, if they continue to do so much longer, it will be
impossible to replace them and put others into these positions. They
sometimes give money to the sick when their relatives want to care for
them and let them go without meat when it is difficult to obtain. Many
of the Ladies spend money on their appointed day according to their own
whims and pay little attention to the Rule.
Friday morning
In Herblay, the Ladies of Charity are still in their first fervor.
Nevertheless, they find it difficult to seek alms and complain that the
curate had promised to have the charity to say holy Mass for them without
a stipend. The Treasurer does not keep records. They have resolved to
carry a candle in the funeral procession of a deceased member, to receive
Holy Communion on the appointed days and to observe faithfully the
other points of the Rule.
Tuesday after Vespers
In Conflans, no Procurator was ever elected for the Charity. Because
of illness, the service of the sick stopped a long time ago. A priest records
expenses but he does not enter revenues because, he claims, there are not
enough to be significant. There is no more linen. The treasury contains
about fifty pounds. Upon the advice of the Pastor, money has been given
to the sick. The sick often have to go without meat. However, their
intentions are good. All have promised to observe the Rule. Some have
agreed to provide linen.

- 707A.46 - RULE OF THE CHARITY

The End for which the Confraternity of Charity is to be Instituted
It shall be instituted in the Parish Church, in the Blessed Sacrament
Chapel, which is a symbol of union. Its end is to honor Our Lord Jesus
Christ, as its Patron, and His Holy Mother; to assist the sick poor of the
Parish where it is established: spiritually, by seeing to it that those who
die leave this world in a good state and that those who recover resolve
never again to offend God, and corporally, by administering the necessary
food and remedies to them; finally, to fulfill the ardent desire of Our
Lord that we love one another.

Patron of the Confraternity
It shall be Our Lord Jesus Christ who is Charity.

Persons to be Admitted
It shall be composed of a stated number of virtuous women and girls.
Married women shall be admitted only with the consent of their husbands
while young girls must have the approval of their father and mother.
They shall be called Servants of the Poor.

Officers
The aforementioned Servants of the Poor shall elect three of their
number to direct their Confraternity with the approval of the Pastor or
of his delegate. One of those elected shall be the Directress or Superioress.The other two shall be first and second Assistant.

The Directress
The Directress shall do all in her power to see to it that the present
Rule is faithfuDy observed; that each Servant of the Poor accomplishes
her duty; and that the sick poor are weD served. She shall procure
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to be cared for by the Confraternity after they have been to confession
and received Holy Communion; and she shall keep one of the keys to
the safe where the funds of the Confraternity are kept.

The Assistants
They shall serve as advisers to the Directress. One shall handle current
funds and keep the second key to the safe. The other shall oversee the
goods of the Charity and the care of the linen.

Duties ojEach Servant oj the Poor
They shall look upon the sick poor as their own children, God having
made them their mothers; they shall serve them in the manner set forth
in this Rule on the days appointed; they shall assist at the Low Mass
which the Confraternity shall have celebrated on one of the f"Irst days of
each month, selecting the day of the week on which the Feast of the
Nativity of Our Lord falls that year. Their intention shall be to be united
in the charity of Our Lord. Those who can conveniently do so shall go
to confession and receive Holy Communion on these days. They shall all
pray for the deceased Servants of the Poor as well as for the poor whom
they have assisted. Each morning and evening, they shall say the Pater
and the Ave for the preservation of the Confraternity, for its spiritual
and temporal growth and for their benefactors. They shall arrange to
have a sermon preached on the first feast of each month both to
encourage them to persevere in their good works and to persuade others
who wiu hear it to be generous to the Confraternity.

Manner in which the Servants oj the Poor should serve the Sick
Each Servant of the Poor shall serve, on her appointed day, in the
manner indicated here. When it is her turn, she shall purchase meat from
the butcher, bread from the baker and wine from the inn. She shall keep
a written record of her purchases. She shall prepare the meal and bring
it to the sick who should eat at nine o'clock in the morning. She shall do
the same for supper which should be served around five o'clock in the
evening. After she has f"Inished her service of the day, she shall contact
the Lady who will follow her to serve the poor the next day. She shall
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give her accounts and inform her of the number and condition of the
sick.

Manner in which the Sick are to be Fed

Each sick person is to receive four or five ounces of lamb or veal with
each meal, as much bread as he can reasonably eat and balf a glass of
wine (paris measure). On fast days, they shall have two eggs with each
meal and bouillons made with butter and egg whites.

Mutual Charity among Themselves

They shall cherish one another as Sisters who profess to honor the
spirit of Our Lord by the practice of charity which is the virtue He
practiced most perfectly on earth and which He most strongly recommended to His followers. To this end they shall visit one another and
assist one another in sickness and in health. They shall pray for one
another especially in case of sickness or death, as has been mentioned.
In short, they should do all in their power to help one another to leave
this world in a good state. They do all this, however, with no obligation
binding by sin, either mortal or venial.

Election of Officers and Financial Reports

The election of officers shall take place every two years on the first
work day of the year. They shall be elected by a majority of votes of the
Servants of the Poor. There shall be a special election when an officer
dies or has been absent for a long time. A financial report shall be given
the same day in the presence of the Pastor or his delegate. At the same
time, the Treasurer shall turn over any remaining funds to the person
elected to replace her. At this time, the second Assistant sball give the
goods of the Confraternity to her successor.

A.I9 • ON THE LOVE WHICH GOD HAS SHOWN TO US IN THE
MYSTERY OF THE REDEMPTION

The Triune God, in the unity of His essence, created me for Himself
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into being nor subsist without Him, since He is my first and only origin,
He wants also to be my end and, indeed, He must be. Therefore, He
created all things as means to enable me to reach Him just as river banks
guide waters to their source. Thus, I must honor and love all creatures
because of the design of God in creating them.
The good God saw that, through too many attachments, I had often
abused all these means and especially the noblest of them, my will. Thus,
He asks me to give my will to Him. I shall do this by entire confidence
and abandonment to His most holy will. However, I continue to abuse
His means. It is then that the invention of His Divine Love teaches me
and permits me to attach myself to the greatest means He has given me
for reaching my end, the most holy humanity of His Son. With the help
of His grace, this sacred humanity shall be the only example for my life.
I recognize my unworthiness and misery and the fact that it is by His
goodness and His love alone, that He wills to be my strength in the painful
circumstances which I encounter in His service. I felt great consolation
at a glimpse of my poverty but I realize that in this I had neither the
horror for sin that I must have nor the necessary dread of the punishment
it merits and which the fallen angels and evil men of yore already suffer.
Nevertheless, I must rightly fear the judgment of God which will be even
more rigorous for me. Like the angels and our first parents, I must obey
God because He is God. However, I have received much more than they.
I have knowledge of the great love God has for us which was hidden
from them. Moreover, the special proofs of His love which His mercy
has accorded to me add even greater weight to my sins because of my
ingratitude.
The Blessed Virgin is the one who most desired the proof of the love
of God revealed in the Redemption. I shall implore her to obtain for me
sincere gratitude for this great good and the fear necessary to make good
use of it.

A.29 • (ON CHARITY)

The person who does not love does not know God, for God is Charity.
The cause of love is esteem for the good in the thing loved. Since God
is most perfect in the unity of His essence, He is love in the eternity of
this essence by the knowledge He has of His own perfection. The love
of creatures enters into the nature of this love. But the effects are attached
to the will in the practice of charity either toward God or toward the
neighbor. This practice of charity is so powerful that it gives us the
knowledge of God, not as He is in Himself, but we penetrate so deeply
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into the mystery of God and His greatness that we may say that the
greater our charity the greater our participation in this divine light which
will inflame us with the fire of Holy Love for all eternity. Therefore, I
want to do everything in my power to practice this Holy Love and to rid
my heart of any bitterness which might wound it.
Souls destined by God to a state of suffering should love it greatly
and be persuaded that, without His special assistance, they could not be
faithful to Him. It seems to me that we have proof of this in the
sanctification of Saint John in the womb of his mother. This was an
anticipated grace which gave him the strength to respond to the designs
of God for his soul. The first sign that God gives that His goodness
intends to call a soul to Himself by the path of suffering is similar to this
sanctification because it is a rebirth in grace. Since we often receive this
grace after the age of reason, its continuation depends entirely upon us.
However, I lost it by preferring self-love to the love of God. Therefore,
I now ask Him for it again with great humility and shame.
God, who has granted me so many graces, led me to understand that
it was His holy wiD that I go to Him by way of the Cross. His goodness
chose to mark me with it from my birth and He has hardly ever left me,
at any age, without some occasion of suffering. Since grace had many
times enabled me to esteem and desire this state, I trusted that His
goodness would, again today, grant me a new grace to carry out His holy
will. I begged Him, with all my heart, to place me in this state no matter
how painful I found it.
After confession, reflecting on my misery, not so much on account of
the faults I had confessed as on account of those which I had unwillingly
failed to acknowledge or had not expressed clearly, I felt as if all my sins
had remained on my soul to such an extent that I was overwhelmed by
a sort of physical awareness of having sinned. My love and esteem for
the Divine Presence caused me to believe that I should not or could only
with great pain permit my Lord to enter a place so unworthy of His
grandeur. However, since I had been ordered to do so, I received Holy
Communion. Immediately after the reception of the Host, my heart was
filled with sorrow for having been preoccupied with creatures and having
sought their love and consolation. I was grieved by this because my
conscience reproached me by reminding me of how often His goodness
had moved me to desire Him alone. And, indeed, He had even revealed
that such was His will. This led me to renew my resolution to make Him
my All and I asked God to put me in a state where this would be possible.

- 712A.6 • (RETREAT)

The fl1"st day to reflect on the purgative way; the next four, on the life
of Jesus Christ; and the last on the coming of the Holy spirit.
The goal of creation; obstacles to the attainment of this goal; summary
of my meditation.
Second day, the particular judgment; the Prodigal Son; summary of
my meditation.
.
~d day, the design which God has had from all eternity for my soul;
the obstacles to the accomplishment of this design; summary of my
meditation. Then, examination of conscience particularly on the resolution I made during my last retreat and the advice I had received for
putting it into practice.
Fourth day, the Council of the Holy Trinity on the Incarnation; the
Nativity; suminary of my meditation.
Fifth day, the Prayer in the Garden of Olives; the Crowning with
Thorns; summary of my meditation.
Sixth day, the Resurrection; the coming of the Holy Spirit; summary
of my meditation.
Then, the final two days, the Divine Attributes; conclude with a
meditation on Paradise. Do all in a spirit of gentleness and love.

Outline written by Saint Vincent
First Meditation, The end for which we have been created and the
means for attaining it, which are all created things.
Second Meditation, A summary of the preceding one.
Third Meditation, The obstacles that could prevent us from attaining
the end for which we were created, which are sin and the great spiritual
and corporal evils caused by sin; the fll"St effect of sin: death; a summary
of these meditations.
Fourth Meditation, The second effect of sin: the particular judgment.
Fifth Meditation, The general judgment.
Sixth Meditation, Hell.
Seventh Meditation, The Council of the Trinity on the Incarnation;
The principal circumstances of the life, passion and death of Our Lord.
Eighth Meditation, Spend the last two days on the Divine Attributes.

- 713A.IS • (CONFORMITY TO THE DIVINE WILL)
(c. 1632)1

Holy Communion with the Body of Jesus Christ causes us truly to
participate in the joy of the Communion of Saints in Paradise. This joy
was merited for us by the Incarnation and the death of the Son of God.
So powerful was this merit, that the reconciliation of human nature by
means of it is so great that we can never again be separated from the
love of God. Just as God sees Himself united to man in heaven by the
hypostatic union of the word made Flesh, so He wanted such a union on
earth so that the human race would never again be separated from Him.
a Infinite Love! Why do You allow blind creatures to neglect so great
a good? This good can only be lost by sin which alone prevents the union
between Your goodness and humanity. But, a my God, what is the cause
of sin? It is self-love which, by the chaos it entails, prevents Your holy
will from being fully accomplished. I hereby renounce self-love with all
my heart and choose Your holy will as the directing force in my life. I
shall recognize Your will by reflecting upon the life which Your Son led
upon earth, to which I shall strive to conform my own. 0 Holy Will of
my God! How reasonable it is that Y0U should be completely fulfilled!
You were the meat of the Son of God upon earth. Therefore, You are
the nourishment which will sustain within my soul the life received from
God. But what are You in the life of grace? You are grace itself which
sanctifies souls ... Thus, no more self-will! May Your will alone be the
rule of my life! Grant me this grace, 0 my Jesus, for the love which You
have for me and through the intercession of Your Holy Mother who
loved so perfectly all the effects of Your loving will. I beg this grace of
You with all my heart and I give myself entirely to You, imploring Your
goodness to overlook any contrary dispositions still to be found in me.
I pray that the force of Your love, by its gentle power, may compel the
acquiescence of any of my senses which may continue to oppose You.
To go to my new home with the motive of honoring Divine Providence
which is leading me there. To place myself in the disposition to do all
that this same Providence will permit to be accomplished there.
By this change of residence, to honor the changes made by Jesus and
the Blessed Virgin when they moved from Bethlehem to Egypt and then
to other places, not wanting, any more than they, to have a permanent
dwelling here on earth.
MayourloveforGod lead us to desire His glory and to sing His praise.
Let us rejoice in His greatness, in all that He is in Himself, praising and
L See Letter of Monsieur Vincent (Coste I, 156).
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throughout the day.
I. What is grace? It is an act of the will. It is a gift of the soul that
welcomes God. What is called light is nothing new. Rather, God, by a
special grace, removes any obstacle that would prevent the soul from
recognizing His gift.
2. What is it for God to perform a miracle any time at all? It is nothing
new.
3. The soul must be attentive to supernatural graces which should not
be called supernatural if ...
A.5 • (RETREAT)
(c. 1632)

1. On the gravity of sin because of the sufferings Our Lord endured
to expiate it; pride and vain glory; summary of my meditation.
On the infinite excellence of Our Lord and on His inviting all men to
follow Him.
2. On the openness necessary to hear the call of Jesus Christ and to
renounce all things to follow Him; summary of my meditation.
3. On the excellent way in which Our Lord joins the contemplative to
the active life; a summary of my meditation.
4. On the life of Our Lord in Nazareth and the temptations to which
He was subjected in the desert; a summary of my meditation.
5. On the evangelical counsels which Our Lord set forth in the Sermon
on the Mount; their excellence and the high perfection to which they call
us; a summary of my meditation.
6. On the appearance of Our Lord to all His disciples on the Mount
of Galilee; the commands He gave them; the promises He made to them;
summary of my meditation.
7. On the recollection and prayer of the Apostles between the
Ascension and Pentecost as they prepared to receive the Holy Spirit; a
summary of my meditation.
8. On the wonderful works which the Holy Spirit accomplished
through the Apostles on Pentecost.
Our Lord desired to unite Himself so intimately to us by His love that
God, His Father, punished in Him the enormity of sin. Nothing, therefore,
can separate me from Jesus except sin which must now be punished in
each person. To avoid it, I must unite myself closely to Jesus by imitating
His most holy life.
Pride and all its effects are great obstacles to the action and plan of
God in the soul. Since I recognize this to be true in my case, I shall strive
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to simplify the workings of my mind and to keep it humble not only in
order to receive the grace of God, but also out of gratitude for His love
because, in recommending this virtue, He did not teach us to practice it
on account of our lowliness but in imitation of Him who is Himself
humble of heart.
Willingly must I allow Jesus to take possession of my sonl and reign
there as King. Thus, I shall preserve the joy I experience in realizing that
each of us individually may desire and, indeed, has the power to become
His well-beloved.
Because Jesus took our misery upon Himself, it is only reasonable that
we should follow Him and imitate His holy, human life. This thought
absorbed my mind and moved me to resolve to follow Him wholeheartedly, without any reservation. Filled with consolation and happiness at
the thought of being accepted by Him to live my entire life as His follower,
I resolved that in everything, particularly in uncertain or questionable
circumstances, I would consider what Jesus would have done and honor
His submission to His Mother during the years when He was dependent
upon her as her Son. Kneeling before the Blessed Sacrament, I felt
interiorly moved freely to place myself in a disposition of total availability
in order to receive the call of God and to carry out His most holy will.
I considered that I was unworthy that the goodness of God should have
a design for my soul. But I desired that it be fully accomplished in me
and I offered my entire life to Him for this end.
I shall abandon myself completely into the hands of God in gratitude
for His great love which led Him to manifest Himself to the whole human
race and for the knowledge He gave His creatures of the means they have
to give themselves entirely to Him.
All the actions and the entire life of the Son of God are only for our
example and instruction ... since He could have performed all of His
miraculous works of and by Himself. This should give me great courage
and confidence to undertake all that He will ask of me because, what I
am unable to do on account of my powerlessness or other obstacles in
me, God will do by His kindness and omnipotence.
Jesus grew before God by repeated acts of virtue. He grew before men
as they gradually became aware of His excellent virtue. I shall honor this
state by longing for an increase of the divine glory within me and by
submitting, as far as possible, to creatures for love of Him.
The law of my God, as such, constitutes an obligation for me and,
with the help of His grace, I have resolved to practice it. But, the example
of His dear Son, in the fulfillment of thislaw, instructs us and has moved
me to resolve to assist my neighbor to understand it, insofar as I am able.
Since I consider myself unworthy of such an undertaking, I can only
offer myself completely to God that He might carry out this desire which
does not come from me.
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He was pleased to teach us through the words of His Son that we must
be perfect as He is perfect. TIlis leads me to hope in His divine mercy.
Since He is impeccable by nature, He will grant me the grace to reject
sin. Therefore, I shall do all in my power to avoid it. Moreover, I hope
that His divine goodness will allow me to share in those virtues which
are essentially His. I shall implore this benefit not only for myself but
also for all souls created for Him in order to honor the act by which God
humbled Himself so as to raise up His creatures.
The humility of God who calls us to be perfect as He is perfect should
give me great courage and lead me to great purity of intention. It should
also make me confident that He will never fail to assist me when He asks
something of me which is beyond my capabilities.
I must have great trust in God and believe that His grace will be
sufficient to enable me to fulfill His holy will, however difficult it may
appear to be, provided the Holy Spirit is truly calling me. I shall know
this by listening to the advice which He will permit me to receive.
I shall honor the divine will by which the Holy Spirit led Our Lord
into the desert to be tempted. I shall do this, firstly, by ca1mly enduring
the temptations of the devil and by repressing my pride which is wounded
at its failure to recognize temptation disguised under the appearance of
good. I shall honor this mystery, secondly, by a lively and trusting faith
that the will of God for me will be accomplished, provided I allow myself
to be led by Him.
I must imitate Jesus as a spouse tries to resemble her husband.
Therefore, since to give me the greatest possible proof of His love, He
chose the lowliest. of surroundings, I accept the choice He wills me to
make of the humblest possible way of life in a place where there is no
worldly satisfaction.
The surest means of receiving the grace of God is to obey His holy
inspirations as the Apostles did by going, as their Master had directed
them, to the mountain where He appeared to them. I am struck by the
charity of the Apostles who were not content with going there alone but
who, by their.example and preaching, brought a large crowd with them.
As far as I am able, I must imitate this example and work for the salvation
of my neighbor so that God may be glorified.
I shall greatly honor and respect those persons who hold the place of
the Apostles since God has granted them the power to make us His
children and to dispense His grace to us by means of the sacraments.
The recollection of the Apostles shall be an example for me to keep
myself interiorly recollected by great and total dependence on the
Providence of God. Thus, closely united to God, I shall await the time
when He shall be pleased to reveal what He is asking of me.

..
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The principal reason for the recollection of the Apostles was their love
for their Master. This same love must also be the sale reason for my
dependence in which, with the help of His grace, I shall persevere all my
life, ever longing for His love and hoping that, after having persistently
begged for it in time, I may receive it in eternity.
I must perseveringly await the coming of the Holy Spirit although I
do not know when that will be. I must accept this uncertainty as well as
my inability clearly to perceive at this time the path which God wishes
me to follow in His service. I must abandon myself entirely to His
Providence so as to be completely His. In order to prepare my soul for
this, I must willingly renounce all things to follow Him.

A.S - RETREAT
(c. 1633)'

Saturday morning

The only means for me to find the mercy of God at the hour of my
death is to have, at that moment, the image of Jesus Christ imprinted
upon my soul. I must do this if I believe that His words are truly of God.
I shall, therefore, have great confidence in Him who has assured me that,
despite my misery and powerlessness, He will accomplish all that He
desires in me. So as not to be taken by surprise by the uncertainty of the
moment of death, I shall dispose myself to practice all that He asks of

me.
One means to attain my goal is that, without there being anything in
me to indicate it, others see me as having received graces from God. This
humbles me but, at the same time, gives me courage.
No desires - no resolutions. The grace of my God will accomplish
whatever He pleases in me.
Saturday. 10 o'clock

Since death is a necessary detachment from all things except the works
which we have regularly produced, I shall strive to detach myself willingly
and effectively from everything so as truly and habitually to attach myself
to God. This practice alone may be called death since true physical death
has been exalted by the death of Jesus Christ who transformed it for us
into an entrance into life. I had the strong feeling that God was asking
I. See Letter of M. Vincent (Coste I, 181).
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s uch a resolution of me after the example of Our Lord who, during Jiis
life on earth, said that He had come to separate fathers fr om t heir children
and, in general, to break all attachment to creatures.

Sarurday. 2 o'clock
If I want to avoid the harsh and severe repudiation of Jesus, my Judp,
I must live in such a way that my purity of intention, in all of my aClioas,:
will hide me from the eyes of the world so that I may be seen by Oo!t
alone and ignored by the world and t he devil. I wish to be ignored bJ
the world because its praise is of no use to me and by the devil. so IbIt,
having disavowed me. he cannot accuse me .
I shall also have confidence in and devotion to my guardian anael
that he will assist me in this painful undertaking.
Su nday morning
Our Lord, born in poverty and obscurity, teaches me the purity
love wh ich He does not manifest to His creatures. He is satisfied
to do whatever is necessary for them . Thus, I must learn to remain
in God, desiring to serve Him without seeking recoguiliun from
or satisfaction in communicating with them, content that He
am stri ving to become . To this end , He wants me to give
so that He can form this disposition in me. I did so with the
grace.
Sunday. 10 o'clock
I shall honor the serenity of t he Crib by a disposition to ,,,,,laced
by contentment in the possession of God who never
t he soul that truly seeks Him. I shall calmly adore the di,inillY,
Infant Jesus and imitate, to t he best of my ability, His holy
especially His simplicity and charity which led Him to come
child so as to be more accessible to His creatures.

sunday. 5 o'clock
I must be great ly ashamed on account of my pride and, in imitation
of the Holy Virgin, humble myself nOI o nly when there is true reason to
do so but I must even give myself to God to serve my neighbor in
situations where I will be subject to blame in t he eyes of the world. Thus,
I shall imitate Our Lord who conversed wit h sinners and who , throughout
His life, despised His o wn lemporal interests so as to be useful to His
creatures. I desire to do likewise if such be His ho ly will.

Monday morning
The Life of Our Lord from the Age of T .....elve untillhe Age of Thirty.
I must spend t he rest of my days1honoring the hidden li fe of Jesus on
earth. He came among us to accomplish the will of God His Father. He
did this during His entire li fe. Since He saw t hat t he common life had
!he greatest need of examples, He devoted more lime to it in the continual
practice of evan ~e li cal perfectio n. He w~ ~ich but He c ~ ose holy povert~ .
He subjected Himself to the Blessed Vll'gln and to Samt Joseph by HIS
obedience to them. I implore Him . with all my heart . to grant me the
peto imitate Him. Although I am unworth y. I hope that, after having
Bed me with this desire for so many years , He will, in His goodness,
elTeccively bestow it upon me.

Sa:ond Meditation
Imust bear in mind the fact that the humility which Ou r Lord practiced
His Baptism is nOl onl y a source of humiliation for me but it must
serve as an example which I must imitate, neit her to a greater nor
• lesser degree, than would an apprentice imitate his master if he
to become perfect. I should have no other tho ught , leaving the
the rest to Divine P rovidence.
ellening: the .....ashing of the feet of the Apostles.

Su nday. 2 o'clock
The C rib is the throne of the Kingdom of Holy Po""Y
ardently desire to be a subject, since the King of the Poor
above all others. He proved this by allowing only the
simple to recognize Him . To this end , He revealed His birth
voices, thus assuring the listeners that God Himself hOI""•.:
state. In o rder to panicipate in this grace, I must, in i .
shepherds, correspond to t he holy inspirations of God ,

IloIlIb" should keep me from humbling myself. For thi s, I have the
Our Lord who had a legitimate interest in advancing His
reminding His Apostles of their obligation to honor Him .
not shrink from humbli ng Himself to the point o f washing
or His Apostles immediately before His passion.
holy Mass, as I was giving myselr wholeheartedly to the Blessed
as to belong ent irely to God according to His good pleasure,
to me that Our Lord was presenting my past and rulure
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-7Wunworthiness to His Holy Mother. Believing that they both had accepted
me, I asked a proof that ...

A.U - (RENUNCIATION OF SELF)
(c. 1633)1

I must make good use of the advice which has been charitably given
to me concerning the distinctions which appear among persons working
together for the same goal, who have similar and nearly equal responsibilities for its outcome as well as those which exist when there is a single
person responsible for the project who, through necessity, empl()ys an
assistant to direct it, who must be looked upon only as his representative.
It seems to me that this is how I should consider myself in the tasks which
God gives me. Therefore, I must submit, with n() resistance whatever on
my part, to the directives of those in power for the good of this work,
although this was not apparent to me from the beginningl
On Easter Sunday, my meditation was on my desire to rise with Our
Lord. Since, without death, there can be nO Resurrection, I realized that
it was my evil inclinations which must die and that I must die completely
to myself by deadening my passions and desires. I saw clearly that of
myself I could never hope to achieve this, but it seemed to me that our
good God was asking it of me. Therefore, I gave Him my fuJI consent to
operate in me by His power whatever He willed to see accomplished.

A.53· NOTFS ON THE VISITS TO THE CONFRATERNITIES'
(pont-8alnte-MlXenee, Venmdl, Goumay NenfvUle and Bulles)

4~&':
(11133)

I arrived in Verneuil and stayed at the home of a baker named La
Caille. I saw two sick persons there, a man and a woman. The Ladies are
responsible for different neighborhoods. There is only one where there
are any sick; therefore the Ladies of the other neighborhoods do not visit.
They have the sacraments administered only in cases of serious illness.
I. See Letter of M. Vincent (Coste 1. 200).
2. These notes seemed to have been used in drawing up report no. S2, of which they
faithfully give nearly all the details.
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They complain that the Treasurer is a difficult character who does not
easily accept the advice of others. They tend to act according to their
personal whim. They bring food to the sick only at eleven o'clock. The
Superioress suggested not waiting until the sick had sold everything before
caring for them.
They have some financial resources. Madame wants to buy a house to
shelter the poor. Others suggested buying a few pieces of land because
of the mortality rate of the livestock. There seems to be cordiality among
the Ladies although some of them sometimes criticize the behavior of
the Officers.
Linen-Bread- The Superioress wants to terminate the care of the
sick too soon, according to tbe complaints of the Ladies. They do not
meet to discuss the needs of the poor and they do not read their Rules.
The Ladies go to the funeral Mass and to the cemetery when the men
who are lodged in the house belonging to the Charity die.
I arrived in Pont on Tuesday and stayed at ''The Fleur de Lys." The
Ladies of Charity visit the sick except during times of plague, but they
bring bouillon only at noon and leave very little. They give Holy
Communion to the dying, prepare their bodies for burial and attend the
funeral. They do not do anything more for the Ladies who die. They
have funds but are afraid to invest them profitably for fear of diminishing
alms. They have a sick call set to bring to the homes of the sick when
they are to receive Our Lord. They seek alms from the local residents
and obtain four pounds or more each week.
I arrived in Gournay on Thursday. The Ladies are a little more coarse
here than elsewhere, and there seems to be less charity among them. They
have always had a few sick persons whom they often place in a private
home in the care of a woman to whom they give five sous a day to look
after them. However, they go to visit the sick three times a day and, since
there are not many, they cook the meat in their own homes.
The litanies are said after Mass. They have no chapel, nor do they
have a painting. They would like to have both. The people criticize them
because they use alms to have Masses celebrated. There are some sick
persons who have financial resources, but they can neither sell nor pawn
anything because of the laws concerning the inheritance of widows. These
persons are assisted from private alms, provided this is not a burden to
the poor and there is a surplus. A painting - There are neither lambs nor
sheep.
I arrived in Neufville-le-Roy on Saturday at noon. I stayed at the inn.
There are six sheep and six lambs and only about thirteen to fifteen
pounds in revenue. The peasants complain and the Ladies are prevented
from doing what they should. When there is a sick person who has assets
which he cannot sell because they are so tied up, I advised that he be told
to bring in his creditors, who can authorize the sale and that, once he
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grain, he should sell before the harvest. If he has but one house he should
sell it but retain the right to live in it for the remainder of his life.
There is much dissension among the Ladies over the reception of the
sick and the purchase of meat. Each one wants to bring the meat from
home according to her whim, if she does not receive the customary
amount. There is no High Mass on the fIrst Sunday of the month and
the litanies have only been sung once. The Ladies receive Holy Communion on almost all the appointed days.
On Monday, I arrived in Bulles where there were no sick. A Lady had
died and the others had ·not received Holy Communion for her. Some of
them do not receive Holy Communion each month. There has been some
ill-feeling about collecting alms. The sick are visited three times a day
and they are given the regular portion of cooked meat. However, the
meat is not equally distributed to the sick because some of the Ladies
want to bring home whatever they have left at the end of the day. There
are fIfteen or sixteen sheep and ten or twelve lambs being raised by local
peasants for the benefIt of the Charity. The first six they purchased died.
They have pallets, bolsters, mattresses, blankets and a lot of linen as well
as about forty-five pounds. They have a vigil, a High Mass and a funeral
Mass offered for the Ladies who die, but the people complain about this.

A.52· VISITS TO TIlE CONFRATERNITIES OF VERNEUIL,
PONT-SAINTE-MAXENCE, GOURNAY, NEUFVILLE AND DULLES
(1633)'

There have almost always been sick persons to care for in Vemeuil
since the establishment of the Charity. However, because the village is
very spread out, the Ladies complain that only the Ladies from one
neighborhood actually visit and they asked that the custom of dividing
the village into neighborhoods for service be abandoned.
The Treasurer, on account of her ill-health, does nothing more than
keep the money. She is not on good terms with the other offIcers and she
is sometimes diffIcult to deal with, even in receiving and discharging the
sick who, because they are let go too soon after recovering their health,
sometimes have a relapse.
The Superioress suggested that they not wait until the sick have sold
everything before assisting them. The Ladies complained that the offIcer
1. M. Vincent asked her to make these visitations after the death of Marguerite Naseau

(Coste t, 188).
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use. They seem fairly cordial with one another and have a deep affection
for the Charity.
The poor are served every day as the Rule ordains but the portion of
meat is brought only at eleven o'clock. They have some financial
resources. The Marquise wants the Charity to buy a house to shelter the
sick while some other Ladies want to purchase a small piece of land
because of the loss of livestock which sometimes occurs. The Superioress
complained that many of those who had promised thread are no longer
willing to give it. The sick receive the sacraments only when they are
seriously ill.
Nearly all the Ladies receive Holy Communion on the appointed days
but they do not meet to discuss the needs of the poor nor do they read
their Rules. They attend the funeral Mass and go to the cemetery when
a member dies and they do the same for others who have requested it,
although they do not belong to the Confraternity, when they have left a
donation to the Charity.
In Pont-Sainte-Maxence, the Ladies of Charity faithfully visit the sick
except during time of plague when they assist the poor with the money
of the Charity because the city abandons them. They even gave six sheets
to a person who was caring for these poor victims because they discovered
that she had nothing but straw.
When they visit, the Ladies bring the portions of meat already cooked,
but they do so only at noon and they leave only a little bouillon. They
prepare the dead for burial, attend the funeral and offer their next Holy
Communion for them. They attended the funeral of the first Lady of the
Confraternity and showed signs of grief. They received Holy Communion
for her and accompanied the body to the cemetery.
This Charity is well supplied. They even have a sick call set which they
bring to the homes of the sick who are to receive Our Lord. They show
great cordiality to one another and are devoted to works of charity. Even
their husbands encourage them in their endeavors. The people have
noticed them, and since the establishment of the Charity, the local
inhabitants are better. The Treasurer has funds which she is afraid to
invest profitably for fear of diminishing revenues. Requests for donations
are made in the homes of the local residents.
In Gournay, there have been sick to be cared for since the foundation
of the Charity. They are visited three times a day. Each Lady cooks the
allotted portions of meat in her own home.
The local inhabitants complain that charitable donations are used to
have Masses said. The Ladies are prevented from doing what they ought
when they find sick persons who have property which they cannot sell
and are thus ineligible for assistance. The Charity has not cared for these
poor sick who must be assisted by charitable individuals. The Ladies here
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than elsewhere.
They have neither an altar nor a painting but they would like to have
both. Mass is celebrated every month, followed by the litanies. Many
receive Holy Communion at this time. The sick who are without shelter
are housed with a woman who cares for them for five sous a day. This
expenditure is necessary because they have neither sheep nor lambs and
very little money.
In Neufville, the peasants complain because the- sick are not attended
to quickly enough. The officers are prevented from doing what they
should for the sick who have assets which they cannot sell. There is some
dissension among the Ladies because they want to know everything that
is going on and give their advice on it. There are also disputes because,
on their appointed days, they each want to bring what suits their fancy
to the sick and take from their own homes things which have not been
given to them. There are six sheep and six lambs which are undernourished. They have about fifteen or sixteen pounds in the treasury. The
sick are visited three times a day. The Ladies usually receive Holy
Communion on the appointed days. The Mass on the first Sunday of the
month is not a High Mass, but the Pastor says that the Bishop of Beauvais
does not want it to be. The litanies have only been sung once.
There was a sick woman who had property which she gave in its
entirety to her relatives before or during her illness without the knowledge
of the Ladies, who now wonder if they should serve such persons under
these circumstances since the timing of the gift may have been deliberate.
The sick poor of Bulles are visited three times a day. They bring cooked
portions of meat but not in equal amounts to all because each Lady wants
to take from her home what she judges right so as to please the sick.
Many of the Ladies do not receive Holy Communion for months at a
time. A member died and they did not receive Holy Communion for her.
However, they did attend the funeral and had a vigil and a complete
funeral service celebrated. The people complained about this.
There are often little disputes among the Ladies which interfere with
their practice of charity. Some of them do not wish to be in the company
of those with whom they have quarreled. The Superioress is sometimes
able to remedy the situation.
There are pallets, mattresses, bolsters, blankets and an abundance of
linen. There are also fifteen or sixteen sheep and ten or twelve lambs
which are raised by local peasants for the benefit of the Charity. The
first six that they had purchased died, so they had to buy others. There
are about forty-five pounds in the treasury. The Procurator administers
everything with great charity. He is well respected and loved.
The Ladies would like to have some medals since none of them have
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any. The possibility of gaining indulgences would move them to receive
Holy Communion more often.

A.43 • (ON THE GOOD USE OF SUFFERING)

I experienced consolation in my great sorrow without feeling that it
was for the love of God. Therefore, desiring to make good use of my
weakness and recognizing my powerlessness, I recalled the suffering of
another person and united my intention to his and offered them to God
with Our Lord on the Cross.
On the Feast of Saint Bernard, after Holy Communion, regretting my
little knowledge and love of God which caused me to ftIl my mind with
so much that was not of Him, I had the firm desire to concentrate all
my thoughts on God as the only means to rid my mind of other things.
I continued in this state since I wanted to be instructed on the means I
should employ.

A.35 • (PRAYER TO A PATRON SAINT OF FRANCE)

Complete the work which our loving God has given you to do. You
know the greatness of the mysteries which Jesus has left us in order to
sanctify souls born of His blood in His Spouse, the Church. Help them,
therefore, to esteem their calling and guide them by your prayers.
Blessed state of the Christian which makes the soul no less than an
associate of God.
Let the souls that you possess feel your possession. But, possess them
with gentle power, leading them to live as their state requires, aware that
pride ofthe senses no longer has any place in their lives nor does resistance
to the omnipotence of God who wishes to share His joy with them.
o Great Saint, your interest and the glory of God oblige you to pray
for France. It is well that she still needs your powerful assistance to draw
her once again from malicious idolatry rather than from ignorance.
Watch over the clergy who are extending their hands to you for help as
to another Elisha pleading for your twofold spirit so as better to
understand hidden mysteries. You see how greatly God has been
dishonored by them from whom He should receive glory because of the
priestly character which has consecrated them and totally dedicated them
to the service of the altar where He is to be adored.

